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Dear editor:

This is a manuscript by Geng-jia TIAN, Ying GUO*, Li ZHANG, Xuehua ZHANG and entitled “Non-invasive treatment for severe complex pressure ulcers complicated with necrotizing fasciitis: A Case Report”.

It is submitted to be considered for publication as a “case report” in your journal. This paper is new. Neither the entire paper nor any part of its content has been published or has been accepted elsewhere. It is not being submitted to any other journal.

We believe the paper may be of particular interest to the readers of your journal as it introduces a successful use of negative pressure wound therapy with instillation in treatment of severe complex pressure ulcers complicated by necrotic fasciitis, especially for elderly debilitated patient.

Correspondence should be addressed to GUO ying* at the following:

Address: Chronic wound treatment center, Hangzhou geriatric hospital, Hangzhou310012, Zhejiang, China
Phone number: +86 18657103526
Fax number: 0571-88145997
Email address: shidaifushang@126.com

Thanks very much for your attention to our paper.

Sincerely yours,

GUO ying